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We have measured projectile-energy-loss spectra for 50-, 100-, and 150-keV p+He collisions. From
the data we obtained differential double-excitation cross sections as a function of projectile scattering angle. At 150 keV a pronounced peak structure was observed at about 0.7 mrad for double excitation to
the (2p ) 'D and (2s2p) 'P states. Our data provide indications for the dominance of a first-order mechanism involving the electron-electron interaction in double excitation for 150 keV at small scattering angles. At lower projectile energies and larger scattering angles a second-order mechanism appears to be
of the same order of magnitude as the first-order mechanism. In these regimes, interference effects between the first- and second-order mechanisms could be important.

PACS number(s): 34.50.Fa, 34.50.Bw

I. INTRODUCTION
One important goal of studying ion-atom collisions is
to improve our understanding
of the dynamics of the
forces leading to an inelastic process. An inelastic atomic
process can proceed through the interaction between the
nucleus of one collision partner and an electron initially
bound to the other collision partner (nucleus-electron interaction), or the interaction between any two electrons
in the collision system (electron-electron
interaction).
Processes involving only one active electron (one-electron
processes), such as single excitation, are usually dominated by the nucleus-electron
interaction.
These oneelectron processes have been studied extensively for
several decades both experimentally
and theoretically
[I —3]. As a result our understanding of the nucleuselectron interaction has improved steadily over the years,
although there are still some questions which need to be
addressed (e.g. , the magnetic substate population in excitation processes).
In processes involving two active electrons (twoelectron processes), such as double excitation, the
electron-electron interaction can be quite significant, and
in some cases it even dominates the nucleus-electron interaction [4,5]. Even though the underlying fundamental
force is the same in both cases, there is an important
difference in the dynamics between the nucleus-electron
and electron-electron interactions in ion-atom collisions:
in the nucleus-electron interaction a well-localized particle interacts with a diffuse electron cloud, whereas in the
electron-electron interaction two diffuse electron clouds
interact with each other. Such an interaction between
poorly localized particles is much more challenging to
treat theoretically, and thus our understanding
of the
electron-electron interaction is less complete than it is for
the nucleus-electron interaction. As a result processes involving the electron-electron interaction have gained a lot
of interest in recent years [6].
One process in which the electron-electron interaction
is believed to be important is double excitation. Double

excitation can proceed through a first-order or a secondorder (in the projectile interaction) mechanism. In the
second-order
mechanism
the electrons are excited
through two independent interactions between the projectile nucleus and the respective electrons. The secondorder process does not involve the electron-electron interaction. In the first-order mechanism the projectile nucleus interacts with only one electron. The second electron is excited by an interaction with the first electron.
first-order
double-excitation
Another
mechanism
is
known as shake-up [6]. In this process the projectile also
interacts with only one electron. The excitation of the
second electron is due to a rapid change of the effective
nuclear charge of the target atom. As the first electron is
excited, the screening of the nuclear charge for the
second electron is reduced. As a result the second electron is not in a pure eigenstate of the new target potential. Rather, the old eigenstate is a mixture of the new
eigenstates and the electron thus has some probability to
be in an excited state of the new potential. Since screening itself is an effect of the electron-electron interaction,
shake-up is very similar to the first-order mechanism described above in that both involve one nucleus-electron
interaction and the electron-electron interaction.
The first- and second-order double excitation mechanisms lead to the same final state of the collision system
and are thus indistinguishable.
Therefore, the transition
amplitudes for both processes have to be added coherently, which could give rise to observable interference effects
in the double-excitation cross sections. Such interference
effects may be observable by investigating the projectile
charge dependence of the cross sections. In perturbation
theory, the transition amplitude for the first-order mechanism scales linearly with Z, whereas the transition amplitude for the second-order process s ales like Z . In
the cross section, which is given by the square of the
coherent sum of the transition amplitudes, this leads to a
Z term resulting from the cross term between both transition amplitudes.
Similar arguments were used to explain differences between double-ionization cross sections
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for protons and antiprotons colliding with helium [7,8].
There the Z cross term has been interpreted as an interference between the first- and second-order doubleionization transition amplitudes. Another interpretation
associates the Z term to screening effects [9].
The projectile charge dependence of double-excitation
cross sections has been studied by Giese et al. [10] for
bare ions colliding with helium using Auger spectroscopy. In that work it was found that the Z dependence was
significantly weaker than the Z dependence expected for
double-excitation
mechanism.
the pure second-order
This was taken as an indication that the electron-electron
interaction is indeed important in double excitation.
However, it was not possible to determine whether there
was any significant contribution from a Z cross term to
the cross sections. Furthermore, the analysis was complicated by another interference that can occur in double
excitation, which is known as Fano interference [11]. In
helium, most of the doubly excited states decay almost
These autoionized
exclusively through autoionization.
electrons are indistinguishable from directly ionized electrons of the same energy. This leads to an interference in
the electron spectra, strongly affecting the profile of the
Auger lines. Because of the Fano interference it is, strictly speaking, not possible to extract double-excitation
cross sections from the electron spectra.
The phase difference between the transition amplitudes
for first- and second-order mechanisms, which determines
possible interference patterns, depends sensitively on
various collision parameters. One such parameter is the
scattering angle. A total cross-section measurement integrates over all scattering angles, thereby averaging over
all phase differences. This could lead to a partial or complete cancellation of possible interference effects. Any interference pattern should thus be more pronounced in the
projectile angular difFerential cross sections, where the
scattering angle, and therefore the phase difference, is
If interference effects could be identified,
determined.
they would provide a very sensitive test of theoretical calculations which, in turn, are critical to study the dynamics of the electron-electron interaction.
Studies of double excitation are particularly interesting
for protons colliding with helium, i.e., for pure twoelectron collision systems. Several experimental studies
have been performed on double excitation in protonspectroscopy
collisions
Auger
helium
employing
[10,12, 13]. However, none of these measurements were
differential in the projectile scattering angle. Recently,
we have reported measured double-excitation cross sections differential in the projectile scattering angle [14].
That experiment was performed for 150-keV p+He colin the
was identified
Double excitation
lisions.
projectile's energy-loss spectrum because it corresponds
to a well-defined energy loss. In this paper we present a
systematic study of double excitation in p+ He collisions
for projectile energies ranging from 50 to 150 keV.
There have been some theoretical studies of double excitation in p+He collisions [15—17]. The idea of an interference between first- and second-order mechanisms
was used by McGuire for double ionization [8, 18]. Since
then it has been applied by other authors to double exci-
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tation [15,16]. Moribayashi et al. [15] calculated projectile angular differential double-excitation cross sections
for proton and antiproton impact in the MeV/amu energy regime. They found that the first-order mechanism
dominates in the excitation of the (2s2p) 'P state, while
the second-order mechanism significantly contributes to
excitation of the (2s ) 'S and (2p ) 'D states. Furthermore, they found smaller differences between proton and
antiproton impact than what was observed for double
ionization [7], which would indicate that the Z cross
term in double excitation is less important than in double
ionization.
Recently, Morishita et al. [16] included
direct ionization in their calculation. They found a striking difference between proton and antiproton impact in
the projectile angular distribution of the cross sections.
To the best of our knowledge no calculations are currently available for projectile energies as low as studied in this
work (50 —150 keV). However, the projectile energy
dependence of the double-excitation cross sections in the
work of Moribayashi et al. [15] and McGuire and Straton [19] indicate that the cross term is much more important at these lower energies than in the MeV/amu energy
regime. The collision energies studied in the present
work are not well suited for perturbation theory, and
thus the Z scalings discussed for the various doubleexcitation terms may not hold here. Because of the potentially more significant role of the cross term, collision
energies around 100 keV/amu may nevertheless turn out
to be the more interesting energy regime.

II. EXPERIMENT
The experiment was performed at the University of
Missouri-Rolla
Ion
Energy-Loss
Spectrometer
(UMRIELS). The experimental setup is schematically
shown in Fig. 1. The details of ion energy-loss spectroscopy were described by Park [20]. In brief, a proton
beam with a very narrow energy spread (
eV) was
produced in a hot cathode ion source and extracted at a
potential of 2 kV. The ions were accelerated to energies
of 50, 100, and 1SO keV. After focusing, the beam was
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FIG. 1. Schematic overview of the University of MissouriRolla Ion Energy-Loss Spectrometer (UMRIELS). The neutral
detector was not used in this experiment. The scattering angle
is set by pivoting the accelerator around the center of the target
chamber.
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steered through a target gas cell containing He gas. The
size of the beam was reduced to about 0. 1 X0.1 mm by a
collimator located right before the target chamber. A
switching magnet was used to clean the beam from
charge-changed components.
After passing through a
second collimator, which was used to define the projectile
solid angle, the beam was decelerated by nearly the same
potential as on the accelerator. Therefore, after deceleration the ions had the same energy (2 keV) as after extraction from the source. The ions were then energy analyzed by a parallel plate analyzer [21].
The analyzer was set to a fixed pass energy of 2 keV.
The energy loss was scanned by applying a variable offset
voltage on the accelerator relative to the decelerator.
Therefore, the energy of the ions just before the collision
was E~ =e ( V,
Vd„+ V,s ), where V,„ is the source extraction voltage, Vd„ is the decelerator voltage, and V,z
is the offset voltage on the accelerator relative to the decelerator. If the protons suffered an energy loss of AE in
the collision, then their energy after deceleration is
Ef =e( V, Vos) —b, E. Only if b, E was equal to eV s,
the protons entered the analyzer with the pass energy of 2
keV and were detected. The energy loss was scanned in
the regions from 19 to 25 eV and from 45 to 70 eV. The
overall energy resolution was about 1.5-eV full width at

half maximum (FWHM), which corresponds to a resolution relative to the collision energy of about 10
The scattering angle was set by pivoting the entire apparatus from the accelerator to the target chamber
around the center of the target chamber. The angular
resolution was determined by measuring the angular distribution of the incident beam (zero energy loss) with the
target gas taken out, and was found to be about 0. 15mrad FTHM. The angular scans of the incident beams
were also used to deconvolute the beam divergence from
the angular distribution of the inelastically scattered projectiles [22]. The experiment was done for an angular
range of 0 —1 mrad.
A target gas pressure dependence was taken for projectiles which suffered an energy loss corresponding to single
E to L excitation (21 eV). A linear dependence was
found ensuring single-collision conditions for single excitation as well as for double excitation, since the doubleexcitation cross sections are much smaller than the
single-excitation cross sections. The target pressure was
50 mTorr for projectile energies of 50 and 100 keV, and
70 mTorr for 150 keV. The length of the gas cell was 1
cm.
For each collision energy two measurements were performed. In the first measurement
energy-loss spectra
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FIG. 2. Ion energy-loss spectra for 150-keV
p+He collisions at three different scattering
angles.
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were taken at fixed scattering angles. These scans were
then repeated for the scattering angles of interest. From
these energy-loss spectra the ratio of the differential cross
sections between double and single excitations were obtained. In the second measurement the angular distribution was measured for protons with a fixed energy loss of
21 eV corresponding to single K to L, excitation. The energy resolution was found to vary somewhat for different
beam tunings. However, for a given tuning the resolution
did not change as a function of scattering angle. This is
an expected behavior since the energy transfer to the
recoil atom is only of the order of 10 meV. Therefore,
the angular distribution of the count rate at the peak position of the single-excitation line is directly proportional
to the differential single-excitation cross section. The
cross sections were put on an absolute scale by normalizsingle-excitation
cross sections to
ing the integrated
known total single-excitation cross sections [23]. Therefore, these two measurements at each collision energy allowed us to determine absolute double-excitation cross
sections.

HI. RESULTS
In Fig. 2, energy-loss spectra are shown for 150-keV
collisions at scattering angles of 0.3 (top), 0.5
(center}, and 0.8 mrad (bottom). Pronounced structures
can be seen in these spectra. The peaks at 21 eV are due
to single K to I. excitation. The peaks at about 24 eV are
due to excitation to the unresolved states with n) 2. No
data were taken between 25 and 45 eV. The region between 45 and 70 eV is dominated by the continuous
single-ionization spectrum. Double ionization does not
contribute to the energy-loss spectra in this region because the threshold for double ionization is 79 eV. The
full lines show a polynomial fit to the ionization background. Double excitation to states with two L, -shell
electrons leads to energy losses of about 60 eV. Indeed,
peak structures are observed in the energy-loss spectra of
Fig. 2 around 60 eV. For a scattering angle of 0.3 mrad
this peak is rather small compared to the ionization background. However, at larger scattering angles the magnitude of this peak relative to single ionization
is
significantly increased. At 0.8 mrad, two peaks are observed. The first peak at about 58 eV is due to excitation
to the (2s ) 'S state, and the second peak contains the unresolved (2s2p) 'P and (2p ) 'D states.
In our energy-loss spectra we do not observe any Fano
line shapes in the double-excitation lines. This could simply be due to insufficient energy resolution. Whether the
Fano line shapes observed in electron spectra should be
present in the energy-loss spectra with sufficient resolution as well is still an open question. It is possible that
the integration over the electron ejection angle averages
out the Fano interference. Since we could not identify
any Fano line shape with our energy resolution, we treat
double excitation followed by autoionization and direct
single ionization as if they are incoherent processes.

p+He

However,

Sec. IV.

we will briefly

The contribution

address this question

again in

of double excitation to the 'S state
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relative to excitation to the 'P and 'D states depends sensitively on the projectile energy. This is illustrated for a
scattering angle of 0.5 mrad in Fig. 3, which shows
energy-loss spectra for this angle at projectile energies of
50 (bottom), 100 (center), and 150 keV (top}. At 150 keV
the 'S state is virtually nonexistent. At 100 keV the 'S
state is observed with about half the intensity of the combined 'P and 'D states, and at 50 keV the corresponding
peaks have about equal intensity. The importance of the
'S state relative to the 'P and 'D states thus appears to increase systematically with decreasing projectile energy.
This observation is consistent with the results reported by
Bordenave-Montesquieu
et al. [12]
It should be noted that with the energy-loss technique
single excitation and double excitation as well as single
ionization are measured simultaneously
using the same
detector. This means that the ratio of the double to single E to L, excitation cross sections RDE can be determined essentially free of systematic errors. Normalization and correction factors, such as the incident-beam intensity, the target thickness, and the detector efficiency,
cancel in this ratio, which is thus given simply by the ratio of the integrated number of counts in the doubleexcitation peaks to the single-excitation peak. Therefore,
uncertainties in these parameters do not contribute to the
systematic errors.
The total number of counts in the double-excitation
peaks was obtained by subtracting the polynomial fits to
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FICx. 3. Ion energy-loss spectra for a fixed scattering angle
(0.5 mrad) for 50-, 100-, and 150-keV p+ He collisions.
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the ionization background shown in Figs. 2 and 3 from
the energy-loss spectra and integrating the remaining
peaks were fitted with
peaks. The single-excitation
Gaussian functions. The errors in RDE are only given by
the uncertainties in these fits and by statistical errors.
These ratios are shown for the sum of the 'P and 'D
states as a function of scattering angle in Fig. 4, and for
the 'S state in Fig. 5. At 150 keV a discernable 'S peak
was only observed for scattering angles larger than 0.7
mrad, and no reliable ratios or cross sections could be obtained for this state.
The angular dependence of RDE rejects the general
trend that can be seen from a qualitative inspection of the
energy-loss spectra: with increasing scattering angle double excitation becomes increasingly more important relative to single excitation for all projectile energies and for
lines resolved in the spectra.
both double-excitation
However, at 150 keV there is, apart from this general
trend, a pronounced and narrow peak at about 0.7 mrad
for the 'P and 'D states. At 50 and 100 keV, in contrast,
the ratios appear to be leveling off at large scattering angles. There may be a weak structure at about 0.6 mrad
for the 'S state at 100 keV; however, this structure is

smaller than the experimental uncertainties and thus is
not statistically significant.
Single E to L excitation cross sections were obtained
from the angular scan of the protons which lost an energy of 21 eV after deconvoluting the incident beam from
the measured angular distribution, as described above
[22]. The absolute magnitude was obtained by normalizcross sections to measured total
ing the integrated
single-excitation
cross sections [23]. Our differential
single-excitation cross sections are shown in Fig. 6. For
50 and 100 keV our data are consistent with the cross
sections measured by Park et al. [22] and Kvale et al.
[24]
Absolute differential double-excitation
cross sections
were obtained by multiplying the single-excitation cross
sections of Fig. 6 by the ratios ROE of Figs. 4 and 5.
Deconvoluting both the angular scans for double excitation and single excitation did not have any effect on the
ratio R DE compared to the values obtained without
deconvolution.
The differential double-excitation cross
sections are shown in Figs. 7 —9 for the sum of the 'P and
D states for all projectile energies, and in Figs. 10 and 11
for the 'S state for 50 and 100 keV as a function of
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scattering angle (closed circles). In the cross section for
the sum of the 'P and 'D states at 150 keV, the peak observed in RDE is reQected in a similar peak at 0.7 rnrad.
For all other cases, the cross sections just decrease rapidly with increasing angle. As mentioned above, the apparent bumps in the cross sections for 100 keV are not
statistically significant. Because of the larger experimental uncertainties in the cross sections for the 'S state, we
will focus our analysis on the 'P and 'D states.

IV. DISCUSSION
Peak structures similar to those in R DE have been observed in the corresponding ratios for double to single
ionization RD, [25] and for transfer ionization to single
capture RT& for p+He collisions [26,27]. In both cases
the peak structures became less pronounced with decreasing projectile energy and were not observed in RT& for
projectile energies of 100 keV and below. This dependence of the peak structure on the projectile energy is
consistent with our data for double excitation.
Various interpretations of the peak structures in R»
and RT, were reported [28 —34]. Several authors used an
independent-electron
model to explain these structures
[28 —31,34]. In these calculations it is assumed that double ionization or transfer ionization proceed through two
binary collisions of the proton with the two He electrons.
In this binary collision model the electrons are approxi-

0, 8

1.0

(ITIrad)

FIG. 6. DifFerential E to I. single-excitation
a function of scattering angle.

cross sections as

mated as free, so that the projectile is mainly deflected by
the electrons. %'ith these calculations the peak structures
could be reproduced qualitatively; however, there are
In the
some discrepancies in the absolute magnitude.
case of single ionization there is also strong experimental
support for the importance of the projectile-target electron scattering [35,36].
In an earlier paper [14], we pointed out that in our
data for double excitation the binary collision model
leads to difticulties in interpreting the peak structure in
RDE. %'hile the position of the peak was not inconsistent
with the binary collision model, its width appeared to be
narrower than what one would expect from this model.
Here we point out another, more fundamental, problem.
In the case of double ionization the assumption of the
electrons being free is correct for the final state. Furthermore, neglecting the binding energy in the initial state is
a justifiable approximation if the energy transfer to the
electrons is large compared to their binding energy in the
target atom. In order to have a large transfer of energy
to the electrons the projectile must get relatively close to
the electrons, whereas the distance of closest approach to
the target nucleus is on average relatively large. Furthermore, the ionized electrons move nearly independently of
the target nucleus. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume
that the collision kinematics in double ionization is determined more by the electrons than by the target nucleus.
In double excitation the situation is very different. Here
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the energy transfer to the electrons is well determined
and is evidently smaller than the binding energy of the
electrons. Furthermore, the electrons remain bound to
the target nucleus, which means that the final state of the
collision involves only two independently moving particles. Thus the recoil angle of the target atom is unambiguously determined by the projectile scattering angle, and
is very close to 90' for the scattering angles studied here.
The binary co11ision model for a proton colliding with an
electron, on the other hand, yields an electron recoil angle of about 60' for an energy transfer of 60 eV. One
could try to apply this model to excitation by assuming
that the electron drags the target nucleus along as it tries
to escape. Because of momentum conservation, the recoil
ion would then have to move at the same angle of about
60, which is inconsistent with the recoil angle one obtains from the projectile scattering angle.
In the following we will abandon the binary collision
model altogether. Rather, we will focus the discussion on
of first- and second-order
the relative importance
We
described above.
double-excitation
mechanisms
present a simple model which qualitatively describes our
experimental results. Because of the approximations being used, one should be cautious in drawing quantitative
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conclusions. For this discussion it is useful to view the
first-order mechanism as a single-ionization process followed by a time-reversed Auger decay. This is illustrated
in Fig. 12. Part (a) of this figure shows the interaction of
the proton with one electron. In this interaction the entire energy required for double excitation (60 eV) needs to
be transferred to the electron if the proton is to interact
only once. This energy transfer is sufBcient to promote
the electron to the continuum so that the electron is ionized. In the second part of the first-order doubleexcitation mechanism, which is shown in Fig. 12(b), the
continuum electron interacts with the second electron,
transferring part of its energy to it. As a result, the continuum electron drops to the L shell and the second electron is promoted to the L shell of the He atom. This process is just a special case of dielectronic recombination,
which can be viewed as a time-reversed Auger decay.
This second part of the first-order mechanism does not
involve the projectile and should thus be nearly independent of any projectile parameter such as the charge state,
the projectile energy, or the scattering angle [6]. Therefore, for the first-order double-excitation mechanism we
expect the same angular scattering dependence as for single ionization, leading to an energy loss of 60 eV. In the
case of double ionization, the independence of the corresponding first-order mechanism of the projectile should
also lead to a constant ratio RD, for large projectile ener-
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as Fig. 10, for 50-keV

p+He collisions.

Such a behavior has indeed been observed
[25,37, 38]. It should be noted that this independence of
the projectile should be better fulfilled in the case of double excitation than for double ionization. For double ionization some dependence on the projectile could occur because the average energy transfer in the first interaction
(between the projectile and one target electron) depends
on the projectile parameters. In the case of double excigies.
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FICx. 10. Differential double-excitation cross sections for the
) 'S state as a function of scattering angle for 100-keV
p+ He collisions.

(2s

FIG. 12. Schematics of the first-order double-excitation
mechanism. Part (a) shows the interaction of the projectile with
one target electron. Since 60 eV of energy is transferred to the
electron, this interaction leads to ionization of the electron.
Part (b) shows the interaction of the ionized electron with the
second target electron, which takes both electrons to the L shell
of the target atom. This process can be viewed as a timereversed Auger decay.
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tation the energy transfer is well determined (60 eV).
The first-order double-excitation mechanism is expected to have a relatively weak projectile energy dependence, whereas the second-order mechanism is believed
to drop relatively quickly with projectile energy [19].
Thus we expect the relative importance of the first-order
mechanism to increase with increasing projectile energy.
We therefore start our discussion of this point by analyzing the data for the largest projectile energy studied here
(150 keV). The crosses in Fig. 7 for 150 keV show the
doubly differential single-ionization cross sections for an
energy loss of 60 eV, which were obtained from the polynomial fit shown in Fig. 2, multiplied by a factor to nearwith the measured doublely match the magnitude
excitation cross section at O'. These cross sections are in
almost perfect agreement with the double-excitation cross
sections up to an angle of about 0.5 mrad. Our simple
model thus suggests that up to this angle double excitation is dominated by the first-order process at this projectile energy. In the following we assume that the crosses
represent the contribution from the first-order mechanism to double excitation. If this assumption is correct,
then the similarity between the angular dependence of the
single-ionization cross section at 60 eV and the doubleexcitation cross section may also be taken as an indication that at small scattering angles the Pano interference
does not have a significant effect on the double-excitation
cross section. If the Fano interference were important,
the cross section for the first-order process would not
simply be a product of the single-ionization cross section
and a constant probability for the time-reversed Auger
decay. Rather, we would expect the angular dependence
of the cross section to exhibit some structure due to the
phase difference between the direct ionization amplitude
and the first-order double-excitation amplitude.
To rnatch the magnitude of the first-order cross section
with the double-excitation
cross section at 0 exactly
would require multiplying the ionization cross sections by
a factor of =0.128 eV. However, the second-order process and the cross tenn would then only contribute to
double excitation at large scattering angles and would be
zero for small angles. In order to find a more realistic
contribution of the second-order process, we fitted such
that the integrated second-order cross section would yield
the total double-excitation cross section obtained by usmodel. Here we make the
ing the independent-electron
assumption that we can treat first- and second-order processes incoherently, so that the contribution from the
second-order process is given by the difference between
the double-excitation
cross section and the first-order
cross section. However, because of the apparent dominance of the first-order process, we believe that the value
of is not significantly affected by this approximation.
In the independent-electron model, the total cross section

f

f

f

is given by
DIEM

I

SE1(~

SE2(~)

do
dg R

Here, PsE& is the probability for excitation from the
ground state to the ( ls2p) 'P state, PsE2 is the probability
for excitation from the ( ls 2P ) 'P to the doubly excited

state [e.g. , (2p ) 'D], and dcrld&+ is the Rutherford
cross section. PsE& was obtained by dividing our singleexcitation cross sections of Fig. 6 by the Rutherford cross
section. PsE2 is not known; however, we expect it to be
significantly smaller than PsE& since the excitation energy
for the second electron (39 eV) is almost twice the excitation energy for the first electron (21 eV). It is reasonable
to assume that PsE2 is very similar to the probability for
ionization, leading to the same energy transfer to the
electron as PsE2. Since we did not take any data for energy losses between 25 and 45 eV, we use the ionization
probability for 45 eV to obtain an estimate of PsE2. This
may be a somewhat crude approximation; however, we
believe that it is a much better approximation than using
the square of PsE, in Eq. (1).
With this procedure we find =0.12 eV, which is very
close to the value required to rnatch the first-order cross
section with the double-excitation cross section at 0.
The difference between the double excitation and the
first-order cross sections, which for now we assume to
represent the second-order contribution to double excitation (as mentioned above, it may also contain contributions from the cross term), is shown in Fig. 7 as open circles.
It should be noted that represents the probability for
the second part of the correlated double-excitation rnechanism shown in Fig. 12(b) and should thus be independent of the scattering angle and the projectile energy.
Within our simple model we expect the value of in double excitation to be significantly larger than the corresponding probability for the case of double ionization.
The reason for our assumption is that the second part of
the first-order process is a time-reversed Auger decay, in
this case a KLL Auger decay. The corresponding Auger
+1sz'I',
decay in double ionization is of the form c, l, c.2l2 —
which has a much smaller transition rate than the KLL
transition because of the smaller overlap of the continuum states with the ground state compared to the bound
states of the L shell in the KLL Auger decay.
Figure 7 indicates that the contribution from the
second-order mechanism to double excitation is comparable to or larger than the contribution from the first-order
process only at scattering angles larger than about 0.5
mrad. It should be noted that the errors in the secondorder cross section are very large, since a small Auctuation in the first-order cross section can lead to a large relative change of the second-order cross section. However,
within our model, the dominance of the first-order process at small scattering angles can be stated with much
less uncertainty. This means that here the cross term between both mechanisms should be negligible, since a
significant cross term implies that the involved transition
are of similar magnitude.
amplitudes
Therefore, for
small scattering angles it appears to be justified to regard
the open symbols as the second-order cross section. At
larger angles, in contrast, the cross term could be important. Here the open symbols are thus a combination of
the incoherent part of the second-order mechanism and
the cross term which, of course, involves both the firstand second-order transition amplitudes. It is interesting
to note that the peak structure in the double-excitation

f

f

f
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cross sections occurs in this angular range where the
cross term might be significant. It is thus quite possible
that this peak is due to an interference effect.
Since should be independent of the projectile energy,
we can estimate the first-order contributions for 50 and
100 keV by using the value for obtained from the 150keV data and the measured ionization cross sections for
an energy loss of 60 eV. The combined contributions
from the second-order process and the cross term are
again obtained from the difference between the double excitation and the first-order cross sections. These cross
sections are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 using the same syrnbols as in Fig. 7. The total cross section for the secondorder process plus the cross term agrees with the cross
section obtained from the independent-electron
model
[Eq. (1)j to within 30% for 100 keV and to within a factor
of 2 for 50 keV. As was seen at 150 keV the first-order
contribution at 100 keV also has a very similar angular
dependence to double excitation for small scattering angles. However, at 100 keV this similarity only extends to
about 0.3 —0.4 mrad, and the apparent dominance of the
first-order process at small scattering angles does not
seem to be quite as pronounced as at 150 keV. At 50 keV
the contribution from both mechanisms are of the same
order of magnitude over the entire angular range.
Our analysis indicates that the relative importance of
the first-order mechanism may systematically increase
with increasing projectile energy: at 50 keV the fraction
of the correlated process in the total double-excitation
cross section is about 33%, at 100 keV it is about 67%,
and at 150 keV about 87% in our model. Our data also
indicate that the angular range in which the cross term
can be significant extends systematically
to smaller
scattering angles with decreasing projectile energy.
Therefore, the cross term may become increasingly important with decreasing projectile energy. This could explain the increasing discrepancy between the combined
total second-order and cross-term cross section, and the
total cross section obtained with the independentelectron model with decreasing projectile energy.
It should be noted that the analysis described above
cannot easily be applied to the 'S state. Such an analysis
requires a knowledge of the fraction of the ionization
cross section leading to a continuum s electron. Because
of angular momentum conservation only an s electron
can lead to a (2s ) '5 state through a time-reversed Auger
decay. Since ionization by proton impact proceeds
predominantly through an electric dipole transition, one
would expect ionization to produce mainly continuum p
electrons.
The total double-excitation cross sections, obtained by
integrating the differential cross sections, are listed in
Table I. These cross sections are consistent within exper-
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f
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TABLE I. Total double-excitation
tion of projectile energy for the (2s
and the sum of the (2s2p) 'P and (2p

E

(keV)

50
100
150

'S

(cm
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cross sections as a func(second column),
) 'D states (third column).
)

'S state

)

(1.1+0.4) X 10
(9.7+7.0) X 10

'P

plus 'D (cm

'

(1.2+0. 4) X 10-"
(2. 1+0.6) X 10
(1.2+0.4) X 10-"

imental uncertainties with the cross sections reported by
Bordenave-Montesquieu
et al. [12j using Auger spectroscopy for the same collision system.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have systematically
studied differential doubleexcitation cross sections as a function of projectile
scattering angle for 50 —150-keV p+He collisions. At
150 keV the ratio of the double- to single-excitation cross
sections show a pronounced and narrow peak at about
0.7 mrad. Similar peak structures have been observed in
the corresponding ratios for ionization. In the case of
ionization these peak structures can be explained within a
binary collision model. Here we showed that the binary
collision model cannot be applied to double excitation.
The absolute differential double-excitation cross sections were analyzed in terms of the first- and secondorder double excitation mechanisms. The experimental
data along with our simple model indicate that the relative importance of the first-order mechanism increases
with increasing projectile energy and decreasing scattering angle. At the largest projectile energy studied here
(150 keV) double excitation appears to be dominated by
the first-order mechanism ( =90% of total double excitation). For 50 and 100 keV, in contrast, the first- and
second-order mechanisms seem to be of about equal magnitude. Therefore, this intermediate projectile energy region could be a particularly interesting regime because
the cross term between first- and second-order transition
amplitudes might be particularly significant if the two
transition amplitudes are comparable in magnitude. The
peak structure observed at 150 keV at about 0.7 mrad
occurs in an angular range where the contributions from
the first- and second-order mechanisms are comparable,
and thus it may be due to the cross term. However,
definite conclusions can only be drawn after comparing
our data to full theoretical calculations.
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